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1

INTRODUCTION

The BMM Detector is specifically designed to detect and interpret the signal produced by the
Blast Movement Monitors (BMMs). It continuously displays the signal strength and the user can
quickly locate local peaks in the transmitted field. These local peaks occur directly above each
BMM and the signal strength is used to determine the depth of the BMM and therefore its
position in 3-dimensional space. The BMMs initial position is known so a 3-dimension movement
vector can be determined.
This manual covers the GP5200 Detector. For a detailed procedure of how to use the Detector
as part of the BMM System, please refer to the Monitoring Procedure Manual.

2

ASSEMBLY

The Detector is supplied in a sturdy case with a padded insert to protect the components during
transportation. The figure below shows all of the components packed in the case. The GP5200
Detector consists of four main components; GP5200 Controller, Remote Processing Module
(RPM), Receiver and telescopic staff. Below are instructions to assemble the detector.

Receiver
Mini USB Cable

RPM

9V Battery

Aquapac

RPM Power Supply

Power Supply
for GP5200 Controller
(BMM Detector)

RPM Charger
Receiver Stabilising Bracket

Telescopic Staff

Receiver in
packed position

(in recess under Screen Protectors)

(with ball mount)

Activator
Spare Screen Protectors
(for GP5200 Controller)

Power Cable
for GP5200 Controller Power Supply
(in recess under staff)

GP5200 Controller
(BMM Detector)
(with cradle & bracket attached)
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Place the Stabilising Bracket over the
lower tube of the Telescopic Staff  with
the curved surface facing upward.
The Telescopic Staff  is then attached to
the Receiver  by passing the Fastener 
through the mounting bracket and the hole
in the small end of the staff.
Screw the nut of the Fastener firmly
against the Receiver (refer to the next
section for detailed instructions).
Attach the RPM  to the Staff with the
rubber clamps. Locate it about 15 cm
above the Receiver  when in use to
minimise interfering with the signal.
Connect the cable from the Receiver  to
the RPM at . Communication between
the GP5200 Controller  and the RPM 
is wireless, via Bluetooth.
The GP5200 Controller  is held in a
cradle that attaches to a Ball-mount  on
the top of the Staff .
The GP5200 Controller  can be inserted
or released from the holder by bending
back the top clips of the holder.

WARNING It is very important to mount the RPM about 15 cm
above the Receiver. Failure to do so will result in
signal interference and potential damage to the cable.
Disassembly is the reversal of the above procedure. When packing it in the case, leave the ballmount clamping adaptor connected to the back of the cradle, not the Staff. Pack the components
into the case as per the photograph above.
2.1

Correct Installation of the RPM and Stabiliser Bracket

If the stabilising bracket is not mounted correctly, the Receiver will be loose and unstable. It is
likely to fall over if left standing and in the extreme, will make it difficult to level the Receiver
when storing and pre and post-blast readings.
NOTE: The main point to clarify is that it is the Stabiliser Bracket is intended to support the
Receiver perpendicular to the staff and prevent it from wobbling. The job of the fastener is simply
to loosely connect the Staff to the Receiver – it provides no mechanical stability. Therefore the
fastener must not be done up too tight. Over-tightening will cause the Stabilising Bracket to sit
incorrectly and also risks damaging the threads on the bolt.
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Please refer to the following steps to ensure correct assembly.
1. Slide the Stabiliser Bracket onto the Telescopic
Staff, perpendicular to the direction of the drilled
hole. It can be well above the hole because it will
be pushed down in later step.

2. Guide the Stabilising Bracket and Telescopic
Staff between the fins on the Receiver. Insert the
bolt, but do not fix the nut yet.
3. Force the Stabilising Bracket down as far as it will
go between the fins (often best to use your foot
as shown in picture). The respective curved
surfaces are designed to be in contact and the
base of the bracket between the fins should be
resting on the Receiver.
4. With the lower-most clamp on the Telescopic
Staff still open, slide it down as far as possible
onto the top of the stabilising bracket. Continue to
push down on the staff while locking the clamp in
place. This acts to hold the Stabilising Bracket
against the Receiver.
5. Attach the wing-nut to the bolt. Remember, do
not over-tighten (a few turns after it comes into
contact with the receiver will be sufficient).
6. Finally, ensure that the RPM unit is fixed at least
15 cm above the receiver coil. This reduces the
potential for signal interference and reduces
bending and stress on the cable.
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Using the Receiver Stabiliser Bracket

The Receiver Stabiliser Bracket has been designed to secure the Receiver in two positions
depending on whether the detector is in use, being transported or stored.
WARNING When Folding/Unfolding the Receiver ensure the cable
is not strained.
2.2.1

Field Use

1. Loosen the lower Telescopic clamp to allow free
movement of the lower tube.
2. Slide the bracket down onto the Receiver, locating it
between the mounting fins on top of the Receiver.
3. Ensuring that the Telescopic Staff is at 90° to the
receiver, lock the first Telescopic Staff clamp behind the
bracket.
4. Ensure the RPM at least 100 mm above the lower clamp
2.2.2

Transport or Storage

1. Release the lower Telescopic Staff clamp.
2. Extend the lower tube, sliding the bracket up the tube while rotating
90°.
3. Fold the Receiver against the extended lower tube ensuring the cable
gland from the receiver is close to the RPM.
4. Slide the bracket down onto the folded Receiver.
5. Lock the first clamp back onto the top of the Bracket.
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5

QUICK START

Detailed instructions for using the GP5200 BMM Detector are in later sections. The following
list summarises the basic steps required to either install or detect BMMs and directs the reader
to the relevant section. The BMM Detector is just one piece of an integrated software and
hardware system. The procedures and techniques for measuring blast movement are in the
Monitoring Procedures Manual. These manuals are available for download from the BMT
website http://www.bmt.com.au/en/support-centre/.
Step
Description
See Section
A
Switch on the RPM by pressing the power button.
6
B
Switch on the GP5200 Controller.
0
• If it is off, the controller application will load automatically.
• If the controller is in standby mode and at the Home screen,
either press the left soft key or touch “GP5200” at the bottom-left
of the screen, to start the controller application.
C
Type or select the blast number then select Install or Detect mode.
5
D
E

F
G

H

Install or Detect BMMs using the technique described in the Monitoring
Procedures Manual.
To record the signal data for each BMM, position the receiver on the
ground at the correct location and either select Store Reading on the
touch screen or press the Left Soft Key. Storing takes up to ten
seconds and the receiver must be kept still until complete.
When all BMMs have been installed or detected, switch off the power
of the RPM and GP5200 Controller.
Back in the office, connect the GP5200 Controller to your computer via
the supplied USB cable. BMM Explorer will download the relevant data
from it during the pre and post-blast BMM data input stages. Refer to
the BMM Explorer Software Manual.
Recharge the GP5200 Controller and RPM ready for the next blast.

0 & 5.4
0 & 5.4

6 & 4.7
4.1

4.5 & 6
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USING THE GP5200 CONTROLLER

Front View

Ref

Component

 Status Indicator


Charge/ Notification
Indicator

 Cradle
 Earpiece
 Touch Screen
 Keypad
 Power Button

Description
Flashes amber when PDA is turned on/off.
Glows amber to indicate that battery charging is in progress.
Glows green to indicate that the battery is fully charged.
Glows red to indicate that the battery power is critically low (less
than 10%).
Flashes red to inform you of alarms.
PDA cradle
Serves as the phone earpiece during a call
Displays the output of your device and responds to your tapping.
Includes keys for numbers and specific functions. It lights up
when a key is pressed. (See the next section for details.)
Turns device on or off.
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Rear View

Ref








4.3
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Component
Battery
Hand Strap Holders
Flash
Camera
Volume Keys
Audio speaker
Battery Lock

Description
Physical battery that locks in.
Hand strap attaches here.
Provides extra light when taking pictures.
Camera lens for photography or video recording.
Increase or decrease volume.
Audio output.
Press leftwards to dislodge the battery.

Bottom View

Ref

Component

 Power Connector
USB OTG (Host &
Client) Connector
 Serial Connector
 Docking Connector



Description
Connect the micro USB adapter cable to charge the battery.
Connects to the USB cable.
Provides D-sub 9 pins RS232 function. (Not used)
Headphone jack.
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4.4

Touch Screen and Keypad Functions

Ref

Component

 Start Key
 Lock Key
 Exit command
 Action Key
 Power Button
4.5

8

Description
Opens the Start Menu
Locks the device and touch screen.
Exits from any opened application.
Confirms your selection by pressing, similar to the Enter key on a
keyboard.
Turns device on or off.

Charging the Battery

1. Connect the appropriate power plug to the adapter ().
2. Plug the power adapter into a wall socket and the micro USB end into the Controller to
charge the battery ().
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3. The charge indicator glows amber when charging is in progress. Do not disconnect your
device from AC power until the battery is fully charged, as indicated by the amber
indicator changing to green. This will take a couple of hours from a fully discharged
battery.



For optimum performance of the lithium battery, take note of the
following:
• Only use the included micro USB adapter cable.
• There is no need to fully discharge the battery before charging.
You can charge after each use if desired.
• Do not charge the battery in a high temperature environment, e.g.
in direct sunlight.
• As a protection against damage, the GP5200 Controller stops
charging when the battery’s temperature is extremely high (above
70C (158F) or extremely low (below -5C (23F)).
• If you are not using the GP5200 Controller for a long period, fully
charge the battery at least once every two weeks. Over-discharge
of the battery can affect its performance.

4.6

Turning the Controller On/Off and Power Saving

To turn on the GP5200 Controller,
1. Press the power button (bottom right button on keypad –Section 4.4).
The screen will show a start-up process and after a few seconds, the BMT start-up
screen will appear. Then after a short period, the controller application will start-up and
be ready to use.
To conserve battery power,
1. The controller can be manually suspended (slept) by briefly pressing the power button.
To wake the unit from suspend mode,
1. Briefly press the power button.
To turn off the Controller,
1. Press and hold the power button for at least three seconds, until another screen appears
giving you the option to “Power Off”, where you then tap the screen to power off.
It is not necessary to switch the Controller off after each use because it starts up quickly from
Suspend Mode. However, be aware that the battery will drain while in Suspend Mode, and may
only last a couple of days. The choice to suspend or turn off depends on the frequency of use.
www.bmt.com.au
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Turning On/Off and Power Saving

To turn on the GP5200 Controller, press the power button (bottom right button on keypad –
Section 4.1). The backlight of the keypad will light up and after a few seconds, the BMT startup screen will appear and after a short period, the controller application will start-up and be
ready to use.
In order to conserve battery power, the device has a couple of levels of power saving. The
automatic screen dimming or system suspend has been disabled. The controller can be
manually suspended (slept) by briefly pressing the power button. To wake the unit from suspend
mode, briefly press the power button.
To turn off the Controller, press and hold the power button for at least three seconds, until a
notification sounds and the Controller turns off.
It is not necessary to switch the Controller off after each use because it starts up quickly from
Suspend Mode. However, be aware that the battery will drain while in Suspend Mode, and may
only last a couple of days. The choice to suspend or turn off depends on the frequency of use.
4.8

Date and Time

The GP5200 Controller should be delivered to site with the correct time zone set. To change
the date and time, select > Settings > System tab > Clock and Alarms icon > Visiting radio
button, then select your location and adjust time and date if necessary.
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USING THE GP5200 BMM DETECTOR APPLICATION

Start-up

The start-up screen is primarily a menu where you select which mode the detector is to be used.
The two primary modes are Install and Detect.
Ref

Description
Battery Level of the PDA
Install – Initiate Installation Mode (see Section 0)
Detect – Initiate Detection Mode (see Section 5.4)
Menu
• Calibration Mode – collect data to complete a depth

calibration
• Options – Choose various settings for this application;
Current
Date & Time

Exit – Exits the GP5200 Program


5.2

Make sure the Remote Processing Module is switched on before
initiating Install of Detect modes to establish the Bluetooth connection.

Getting Started

In order to create a new blast, you must click “Install.” Now, you can either enter a new blast, or
choose an existing blast:
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BMM Installation Mode

Ref

Description
BMM Colour – Select to change colour
Signal, Numeric – Displays the current range (small “R##”)
and signal strength (large “####”). The best range is selected
automatically.
Depth – Enter the measured depth of the BMM via the
numeric keypad. The box is always active and ready to accept
keypad input.
Increase or decrease the BMM number. Use these if you have
to repeat Storing Readings for a BMM, e.g. if you moved it
while it was reading.
BMM # - The number of the current BMM. It increments after

Storing Readings .
Store Data– With the receiver in the correct position, press
the touchscreen or Left Soft Key to store all of the signal
information for the current BMM. Keep it still while reading.
Information (left to right)
 • PDA Battery
• RPM Battery
Close - Leave Install Mode and return to the Start-up screen

Note: Touch “Install” to change the volume. It is not recommended to set the volume
above 80%.
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BMM Detection Mode

Ref

Description
BMM Colour – Select to change to the next colour in the

sequence.
Signal, Numeric – Displays the current range (left) and

signal strength (right). The range is selected manually .
Signal, Graphical – The signal strength  displayed as a
series of vertical lines with the height proportional to the

signal strength. The current value is at the right edge and
continually scrolls to the left.
Range – Manually increase or decrease the Range number

to achieve an appropriate signal strength.
Increment or decrement the BMM letter. Use these if you
have to repeat Storing Readings for a BMM, e.g. if you
moved it while it was reading.
BMM Letter - The letter allocated to the current post-blast

BMM position. It increments after Storing Readings.
Store Data – With the receiver in the correct position, press
the touchscreen or Left Soft Key to store all of the signal
information for the current BMM. Keep it still while reading.
Information (left to right)
• Touch “Detect” to set the speaker volume (< 80%)
• Audio Beeper – tap to turn on/off

• GP5200 Controller battery level as per cent
• RPM battery 4-level icon – three green segments
followed by red for the last quarter.
Menu
• View Data – Open the data file to review the signal
readings. To exit viewing the data, select Menu > Exit.
 • Map – Low Precision map showing the pre-blast
locations of the BMMs.
• Close – Leave Install Mode and return to the Start-up
screen
Graph
Zoom Level (described below)
❿

Note: Touch “Install” to change the volume. It is not recommended to set the volume
above 80%.
5.4.1
•
•
•
•

Full-Screen Signal
Touch the graph to make it full-screen. This doubles the vertical
resolution so makes the peak signal more prominent.
The Range can be changed by pressing the  &  buttons on
the keypad.
Change the BMM Letter by pressing the  &  buttons on the
keypad.
Touch the screen to return to normal view.
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Zoom – Magnify the Signal Trace

As the BMM gets further from the surface, the change in signal becomes less distinct and
therefore harder to identify, especially if there is interference. To improve this situation, the
operator can zoom into the signal trace to increase the vertical resolution. There are four zoom
levels designated Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4. The default, no zoom, is designated Z0. The illustration
below shows how the small bumps in Z0 can be magnified to become obvious in Z2 and also
more accurate to detect.
•

Scroll through the zoom levels by pressing the “5” key on the keypad.

•

Press “0” key to return to the standard view at any time.

Any electrical interference (“noise”) appears on the graph as
random irregularities on the signal trace and increasing the zoom
level also increases this “noise”. However, the image to the right
clearly shows the real change of the signal; two peaks that
dominate the “noise”. The location of the peak signal will be able to
be determined accurately even in this challenging situation.
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GPS Map

Ref

Description
Pre-blast location: Due to the error of the lowprecession GPS, if more than one BMM is installed

in a single hole, they are likely to be displayed
separately.
Post-blast location: It is clear that the movement is

towards the northwest or west.
Current location:

Note: It does not show direction.
 Auto-Zoom to fit all points on the screen
 Zoom in each time the button is pressed
 Zoom out each time the button is pressed

 Close the GPS map and return to Detection mode

5.5

Depth Calibration

Ref















Description
Calibration Name – Enter a suitable name for the
calibration.
Initial Depth – Use the keypad to enter the depth
where the calibration will start.
Calibration Increment – Use the keypad to enter the
regular distance between subsequent readings. For
example, if you are going to take readings at 1, 1.5,
2…10 m; then the increment is 0.5.
Next – Proceed to the main calibration screen.
BMM Colour – Tap to change to the next colour in the
sequence
Signal Information – Displays the current range (small
“R##”) and signal strength (large “####”). The best
range is selected automatically.
Increment or decrement the Depth. Normally don’t
need to use this since the depth increments by the set
amount after each reading. Only use if you have to
repeat a depth, e.g. if you moved the receiver while
storing.
BMM Depth - The depth of the BMM for the next
reading. It increments after Store Readings .
Store Data – With the receiver in the correct position,
press the touchscreen or Left Soft Key to store all of the
signal information for the current depth. Keep it still
while reading.
Information (left to right)
• GP5200 Controller battery level as per cent
• RPM battery 4-level icon – three green segments
followed by red for the last quarter.
www.bmt.com.au
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REMOTE PROCESSING MODULE (RPM)

Overview

Ensure the cable from the receiver is attached to the connector on the RPM. Turn the module
on by pressing the button located on top of the unit. A green light will illuminate when the unit is
powered.


6.2

Don’t forget to switch the RPM off after use as it does
not turn off automatically.

Charging the Battery

The RPM uses a rechargeable lithium ion (Li-Ion) battery pack. It is recommended that it be
charged after each day of monitoring. Use the supplied RPM Charger and RPM Power Supply
to charge the RPM after extended use.
•

Insert the blue connector from the RPM Charger into the socket on the side of the
RPM

•

Insert the DC plug of the RPM Power Supply into the socket of the matching socket in
the RPM Charger.

•

Connect the RPM Power Supply to an appropriate power outlet.

•

The LED on the RPM Power Supply will illuminate green when connected to power

•

The LED on the RPM Charger will initially illuminate red/orange/green while it tests the
condition of the battery. It will then illuminate either orange or alternate orange/green
depending in the status of the battery.

•

A steady green LED on the RPM Charger indicates that the battery is fully charged.



If the battery goes flat, data stored in memory will not be lost.

The LED on the RPM Charger will illuminate in various combinations of colours to indicate the
status of the charger.
LED Pattern – Routine
Traffic light (red-orange-green) ............ System reset – Occurs at power on or connection
of new battery
Very brief orange blink ......................... System waiting
Solid orange ........................................ Constant current phase
Orange with green blink ....................... Constant voltage phase (charge almost complete)
Solid green .......................................... Charge complete
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LED Pattern – Exceptions/Faults
Slow orange blink ................................ Trickle charge while battery volts too low
Slow red blink ...................................... No charge while battery too hot. Charge will start
automatically once battery cools. Charge will not
restart if battery has overheated during charge.
Monotonous orange blink .................... Timeout
Rapid red-orange blinking.................... Output paused while input volts too low
Solid red .............................................. Fault. Output shutdown. System requires a power
reset to resume. Also, refer to the Troubleshooting
section on page 24.

7

CONNECTING THE GP5200 CONTROLLER TO A COMPUTER

The GP5200 Controller uses the Windows Mobile operating system, the same as many mobile
devices that you may be more familiar with such as mobile phones and PDAs. Communication
with a computer is handled by a separate application supplied by Microsoft. Windows Mobile
Device Centre (WMDC) is used with Windows Vista and Windows 7 while ActiveSync is used
with Windows XP or earlier versions of Windows.
Use the supplied USB cable to connect the GP5200 Controller to the target computer as per
the diagram below.

7.1

First-time Connection

The first time it is connected, the PC should detect it as a new device and automatically install
the necessary drivers – this may take several minutes and appear that nothing is happening, so
look for notification in the Windows Information Bar.



If this does not occur, your IT department may have implemented a
strict Windows security policy that is preventing installation of new
devices and you will need a network administrator’s assistance.
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Installing Windows Mobile Device Centre or ActiveSync

Once the device has been installed and is ready for use, installation of WMDC or ActiveSync
should start automatically. Follow the prompts to download and install the relevant application.
If installation does not start automatically, visit the Microsoft website to download and install.


• You will need Administrator rights to complete the installation.
• These applications are designed for synchronisation of data (such as
Outlook contacts, photos, music, etc.) between a mobile device and
a PC. It is not necessary to set up synchronisation because the BMM
Explorer software handles the signal data files.
• If connection problems occur it could be a result of PC security
policies and/or firewall settings. If this occurs, contact your network
administrator in the first instance and if the problem persists, contact
BMT.
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REMOTE DATA TRANSFER (OPTIONAL MODULE)

The Remote Data Transfer (RDT) is an optional feature (but highly recommended) which can
be used to wirelessly transfer data from the GP5200 Controller to a Computer. The RDT allows
for multiple detectors to share data with multiple computers running BMM Explorer. Access to
this data is made available in real-time without the requirement of having an active detector
switched on and plugged into USB.
To enable this feature, the supplied RDT Interface Unit (see image below) needs to be installed
and connected to the on-site network. Once installed the RDT feature can be activated by
following the steps below.

8.1

RDT Interface Unit Setup
1. To power up the RDT Interface Unit, connect the micro-USB
connector on the supplied plug pack to the micro-USB
connector on the RDT Interface Unit and connect the IEC
connector on the supplied plug pack to the AC mains.

2. Connect RDT Interface Unit to the site network via
an Ethernet cable.
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The RDT Interface Unit should be placed in a server room or
somewhere away from everyday activity, so that it can’t be unplugged
accidentally.
The deployment of this device may require support from the site IT
department.

BMM Explorer Setup

1. Open BMM Explorer and then go to the options menu by selecting

icon.

2. Select the “Data Transfer” tab.
3. Tick the “Enable Sync” check box. Enter the IP address of the RDT Interface Unit and
enter the Port Value as 7500.
4. Click on the “Test Connection” button. A message dialogue box confirming successful
connection will be displayed.
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GP5200 Detector Software Setup
1. Open the GP5200 Detector
Software and then go to Menu 
Settings
2. Select the “Data” tab located at
the top in the centre
3. Tick the “Enable Sync” check box.
Enter the IP address and Port
value of the RDT Interface Unit.
4. Click on the “Test Connection”
button. A message dialogue box
confirming successful connection
will be displayed.

8.4

Transmitting and Importing Data

8.4.1

GP5200 Detector

Once configured, the procedures when using the system remains the same. Transferring data
from the detector controller to the RDT Interface unit is achieved by following the steps below.

1. When the GP5200 controller is connected to the site wifi
network, on the Detector home screen, press the upload
button above the “Install” button.
Data can be pushed to the RDT Interface Unit at any time
during the process. However, it is recommended that data
be pushed at least after each install and pick-up.
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2. Once the upload button is pressed, a message will be
displayed to inform the user whether or not the upload was
successful.
Data can be pushed at a later time if the controller is out of
Wi-Fi range during detection.

8.4.2

BMM Explorer

The process for importing of BMMs in Explorer remains the same as in previous versions with
the exception of connecting the Detector Controller to the PC. It is no longer required to connect
the Controller to the PC using the USB cable.
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HANDLING AND CARE

The components of the GP5200 Detector are electronic instruments that must be handled with
due care.
•
•

•

Clean the units as required by wiping with a clean damp cloth.
The GP5200 Controller is ruggedized, designed for use in harsh environments (Mil-Std
810G and IP67) but damage can still occur, especially to the touch screen.
o The GP5200 Controller is supplied with a protective film on the touch screen and
spares in the case.
o Always use a screen protector and the supplied stylus when operating the touch
screen – never use sharp objects such as pens or pencils.
o If the screen protector becomes damaged or too scratched, replace it. More
screen protectors and styluses can be supplied by BMT.
Never transport the Detector unsecured in the work tray of a vehicle. The GP5200
Controller can be quickly removed from the holder for safe transport in the cab of the
vehicle.

Damage resulting from mistreatment will not be repaired free of charge under BMT’s Annual
BMM System Package Agreement.
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10 TROUBLESHOOTING
Fault

Solution

The displayed signal strength is

In the unlikely event that this occurs, it is probably while installing

locked on a value (likely to be

BMMs. The electronics can get an unrecoverable ‘shock’ (overload)

Range 1, high-hundreds).

if a BMM is activated too close to the receiver.
•

Switch off the RPM to reset it.

•

The GP5200 application will return to the Start-up screen.

•

Turn the RPM back on and wait about 30 seconds before
resuming.

Connection to the RPM fails.

•

Check to make sure that the RPM unit is turned on, and the
battery is charged. The indicator light on the power switch will

If there is no Bluetooth
connectivity, a dialog box will be

not display if the battery is flat.
•

Check whether the Bluetooth icon is on. This is indicated by the

displayed after selecting the

icon in the Information section of the GP5200 Controller

Install, Detect, or Calibrate

application and the middle LED flashing blue. If not, then it may

mode.

be possible to switch it on manually (see below).
•

To manually switch on the Bluetooth, from the home screen of
the GP5200 Controller, select

the icon on the keypad or

on the touch screen, then Settings > Connections tab >
Bluetooth icon > Mode tab > Turn on Bluetooth checkbox.
•

On rare occasions the serial port connection can be removed
from the settings of the GP5200 Controller. In this situation go
to the Settings > Connections tab > Bluetooth icon, then choose
the COM Ports tab at the bottom of the screen. On this screen
there should be three entries, RPM_V1.2 (COM7), Incoming
Port (COM0) and New Outgoing Port. If the first entry is missing
the device will not be able to communicate with the RPM. To
rectify this, click on New Outgoing Port, Select RPM_V1.2, click
on Next, then select COM7 and check the Secure Connection
checkbox.

•

If all of the above fail, turn off both the GP5200 Controller and
RPM and switch on again.

There is no sound from the

•

Contact BMT.

•

If there is no sound at all, even while Store Data:
o

Controller

Check whether the sound has been switched off or just
very quiet in the core Windows interface of the Controller.

o

Close the GP5200 application to go back to Windows.
Change the system sound by selecting the speaker icon
at the top-right.

RPM Charger stuck in “System

•

See Section 10.1 Charging the RPM Battery

Waiting” mode, indicated by a
blinking orange LED.
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The Controller will not connect

•

Check that the USB cable is serviceable

to Windows

•

Check that the Controller device has been installed correctly in
Windows and the device drivers are functioning

10.1 Charging the RPM Battery
If the RPM is disconnected from the battery charger but the charger remains connected to the
power outlet, it will enter a “System Waiting” state indicated by the charger LED blinking
orange. It is supposed to start charging when the RPM is reconnected but often it gets stuck in
the “System Waiting” state and therefore will not charge the battery. If this occurs, disconnect
the power source from the charger (eg. Disconnect the low voltage connector as shown in the
photo below) to reset the charger. When reconnected, the LED will cycle through red-orangegreen while testing the system and then either continuous orange or alternate
orange/green depending on the battery charge level. When the battery is full, the LED will
be continuous green.
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10.2 Resetting the Controller
You may need to reset the Controller
occasionally, for example, if it stops
responding and appears to be “locked up”.
To reset the controller:
1. Remove the battery cover (rear of
controller).
2. Use a pen or the stylus to press the reset
switch in the small hole near the battery
(see image).
3. Replace the battery cover.
4. Restart the Controller.
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Please read the operating manual prior to using the BMM Detector.
By using the BMM Detector, you accept all technical and physical limitations that may exist.
While every effort has been made to ensure it functions as specified in this manual, Blast
Movement Technologies makes no guarantee to its continued function, except that should any
component become defective, a replacement component or complete unit will be provided in
exchange for the faulty component or unit.
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Fax:
+61 (0)7 3112 3982
Email: office@bmt.com.au
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